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HOW TO READ YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE REPORT

This horoscope is your personal cosmic fingerprint. No other person will have exactly the same combination of
influences, unless they were born in the same second and exactly the same place as you were. With 10 planets,
12 signs of the zodiac and 12 houses there are approximately 1500 simple combinations in the horoscope, and
when you add to that the different degrees and combinations between planets there are tens of thousands of
influences which have to be weighed and juggled in any astrological interpretation. No computer programme can
do this satisfactorily, but we do our best.

THE DIFFERENT SECTIONS

Reports from AstroWOW are designed to simplify the interpretation process for you. It indicates for example the
relative strengths of different planetary influences so you can see what is most important. Furthermore this written
report is divided up into sections on Identity, Emotions, Mentality, Love and Sexuality to eliminate apparent
contradictions which arise in the character description. But the reader must bear in mind that contradictions will
arise. People are complex and contain many contradictory traits. Diametrically opposed character descriptions will
either reflect inner dilemmas or outer conflicts reflected in the behaviour of others.

PROFESSIONAL and PERSONAL PROFILE

The AstroWOW birth report can cover your personal character, your professional life or a combination of both,
depending on your choice of report. The professional section addresses the questions: "What talents do I have?"
and "How can I use this ability?" The personal section is concerned with relationships and hidden psychological
causes, and addresses the question: "How can I improve myself in this area?"

PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE

Our reports can also integrate trends of the next year or two into the birth analysis, going beyond a static
description of personal character and introducing a dynamic sense of what is happening for you here and now.
The dynamic trends show the unfoldment of the horoscope through time. By analysing the current trends, it is
therefore possible for you to gain insight into events just past, events happening at the present moment and
trends into the future.

THE AUTHOR

This report is designed and written by Adrian Ross Duncan, former editor of the Astrological Association Journal,
who has worked as a full time astrologer since 1985. Adrian is author of "Doing Time on Planet Earth" (Element
Books 1990) and "Astrology: Transformation and Empowerment" (Red Wheel/Weiser 2002). His astrology
software Horoscope Interpreter, Astrology for Lovers, and The Astrological Calendar are available from
www.worldofwisdom.co.uk

It is our hope that the written report will give those who do not have the time to bury themselves in the study of
astrology the opportunity of gaining insight into both their professional and personal life. If you wish to learn a little
more about this report, you are encouraged to read the Introduction to Astrology at the end of the report, which
describes the general influence of the 12 signs, the planets and the 12 houses

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Life Path

Ascendant In Libra

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE-PATH: Relating

You have a talent for dealing with people. Your social nature

combined with a fine aesthetic judgement gives you the

opportunity to excel professionally in areas where good

taste and an ability to weigh things in the balance are

needed. This can vary from creative pursuits dealing with

music or objects of beauty, to consultancy or dealing with

personnel. You are strongly motivated to create peace and

harmony around you, and will often find yourself taking the

middle position between warring parties. As a natural

diplomat, you will be appreciated by those you come into

contact with. Some may feel you are manipulative, but most

people benefit from your genuine concern for their

well-being. At crucial times in your life, you may appear to

be indecisive. You can agonise about taking a decision, and

no amount of information gathering will help you. Ultimately

you take decisions on an intuitive level.

PERSONAL - LIFE-PATH: Relating

Basically you are a friendly type of person, and you have a

genuine and natural interest in other people. You probably

come across as a sociable and charming person, and you

have a special talent for creating an atmosphere of peace

and harmony. Partnerships are alpha and omega for you,

and you will seldom be alone in your life. You are willing to

make many compromises to ensure that a relationship

functions smoothly. Using your ability to see matters from

another person's point of view, you can defuse conflict

before it begins. However this tendency may be construed

by others as a reluctance to confront important matters

when they arise, and this in turn evokes a confrontational

attitude in those who are close to you. You have a fine

discriminating judgement - use this to discern when you

should compromise, and when you should make a stand.

Ascendant Opposition Moon

You will often feel the influence of this aspect, though

stronger influences may predominate in other areas of your

chart. There will be great difficulty in integrating these two

planetary influences, and the promised harmonious results

will only arise after you have expended time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE PATH: Unconscious attunement

You have an emotionally compelling nature which

profoundly affects the feelings of the people you associate

with. You are very concerned with the emotional bonds

which hold people together, as well as issues of security.

You can therefore work for example with the needs of the

public in some way especially as related to homes, family or

motherhood. You infuse all your work with an emotional

investment. A hard professional environment is bad for you.

PERSONAL - LIFE PATH: Unconscious attunement

You are a moody person and will often find yourself affected

by fluctuating emotional states - especially through worrying

about family matters or security issues. You have a deep

appreciation of the power of the unconscious and instinctual

behaviour. In your dealings with people unspoken feelings

have far greater priority than rational concerns or argument.

You are finely tuned to changes in atmosphere, and adjust

accordingly.

Ascendant Square Mercury

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope; every

action you take will be coloured by this energy. There will be

great difficulty in integrating these two planetary influences,

and the promised harmonious results will only arise after

you have expended time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE PATH: The messenger

You are a person of many talents, chiefly in the field of

information and communication. Meeting people and

creating contacts are a part of your professional life-style -

you have a message to deliver, and you do so in a flurry of

activity. Intelligent and informed, you keep yourself

up-to-date on all the latest developments.

PERSONAL - LIFE PATH: The messenger

You are easy to make contact with, and always willing to

exchange the time of day with anyone you meet. Easily

distracted, you can find yourself getting involved in many

things at the same time - but then you hate to be bored. You

give the impression of being a person on the move. Being

gregarious and talkative, you are an excellent catalyst for

getting people together. You fascinate people with your

ideas.

Ascendant Conjunction Neptune

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope, and

will be a major feature of your character. This conjunction

shows a fusion of energies in you. Both the positive and

negative sides of this aspect will be an integral part of your

character.

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE PATH: The spiritual path

You are rarely motivated by purely ambitious interests, and

therefore you function best when engaged in a job in which
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you can invest your ideals and dreams. Ordinary goals can

hardly satisfy your needs, which are more orientated

towards feelings and sensitivity, or music and creativity. You

need to feel moved by influences beyond the personal.

PERSONAL - LIFE PATH: The spiritual path

It is important for you to overcome a subtle feeling of

dissatisfaction or sorrow in your life - both in connection with

the direction your life takes, and in connection with partners.

This involves finding a sense of meaning in your existence.

Creative or spiritual interests, and the pursuit of inner purity,

can bring much needed inner harmony. You are very

impressionable and easily influenced by the vibrations of

other people, so you need to indulge in periods of

withdrawal.

Ascendant Sextile Pluto

It may be difficult for you to discern the influence of this

combination of planetary energies; it is weak and may be

outweighed by stronger influences. Because there is a good

aspect between these two planets, you can expect the

positive consequences to be strong and very creative, and

the negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE PATH: Aura of mystery

You are attracted to positions of power in which you can

exert control over your environment and professional

relations. You have the power to deal with unpleasant

confrontations, and you can make difficult decisions under

pressure. There may be a ruthless streak to your character,

as you often imagine threats to your position. This means

that you can exhaust your resources in battles for power.

PERSONAL - LIFE PATH: Aura of mystery

You have a magnetic personality and tend to exert a

powerful influence on your environment. Secret efforts to

feel secure in your personal relationships can be exhausting

- both for you and for others. Though you have

psychological talents and an ability to penetrate facades,

you tend to allow an obsessive ideologies or opinions to

poison your relationships. When you relinquish control you

discover peace.

Venus In Leo

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Project personal warmth

You are attracted to a life of luxury and style, and in your

dealings with others you set great store in being able to give

a good impression. Personal prestige is an important career

value - and you need to see your prestige reflected in the

way you look and the things you own. Professionally you

can avail yourself of your considerable personal charm and

influence to get ahead. You know how important first

impressions are, and you are careful to cultivate your

contacts by showing respect and warmth. At the same time

you expect to be noticed and appreciated in your job.

Because you are basically a generous person you will

probably attain a certain popularity, and this will be a major

asset for you. Position is more important to you than money,

but with your need to live in style and your extravagant

tastes, money is also very necessary.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Project personal warmth

Men with this position are attracted to women who they can

show off a little. Both men and women are drawn to people

who have a central position in social circles. Good taste,

good manners and style are essential ingredients in love.

Women expect to be courted with style, and expensive gifts

are the order of the day. Actually both sexes are very

warm-hearted and romantic. Whilst there is an intrinsic

loyalty and sense of honour there is also, paradoxically, a

weakness for affairs. It is difficult to resist adoring glances!

Blows to personal pride can seriously affect the stability of a

relationship, and - mutual admiration being so important -

there may be little to salvage if one party loses respect for

the other.

Venus In 10th House

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Professional taste

You use your profession as a platform for expressing your

personal values, and your taste and judgement can have

considerable impact on others professionally. Quite apart

from aesthetic sensitivity, you are especially good at

creating harmony in your working environment, both in your

physical surroundings, and especially amongst colleagues.

This talent can express itself on a social level, where you

can deal with people as part of your job, or even on a

physical level, where you can work to beautify people, or

deal with precious items. Your ability to appreciate the value

of the material world and social connections can bring you

the professional status which you desire, if you are prepared

to make the effort. You hope success will come the easy

way, and if you are lucky, it will. You will be helped on your

way by influential women, and you may work with women.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Professional taste

Relationships have a high priority from the point of view of

personal status - perhaps because you were powerfully

influenced by the values of your mother, or perhaps

because of the example of a sister. Your self-esteem is a

little too bound up with outside appearances as regards your
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relationships. You are attracted to people who have

influence and success and tend to marry upwards. Love

blossoms in your professional life, and you tend to be

romantically attracted to your superiors at work. Later in life

you would have great pleasure working with your partner,

supporting his or her professional ambitions, or being

supported by the partner in yours.

Identity

Sun In Cancer

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Sense of belonging.

You are a loyal person easily moved by the bonds of

attachment that link you to others - particularly family

members. You work best in a secure environment with

people you know, and your place of work can be a second

family to you. You resent intruders, and it takes time for you

to get used to new people in your professional circle.

However you are talented at understanding others, and

strongly motivated to help care for people. You are a

vulnerable person and will seldom forget it if someone

harms you, or someone else who you care about. You are

particularly attached to your territory and defend it fiercely.

Actually you work hard to create a cosy atmosphere at your

place of work. You have a natural business talent for

increasing your assets. You hang grimly on to professional

gains, but often future growth is prevented by past clutter.

Economic insecurity can make you physically ill, because

you are so attached to home and family and fear loss. But

you are dynamic and industrious, so you tend to steadily

advance in life.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Sense of belonging.

The bond to your mother will have been particularly

formative. You are sensitive and easily hurt - though this

may not be immediately apparent on the outside. Likewise,

you are loyal and passionate in your defence of those you

love - injury done to them is also done to you. You have a

strong and instinctive protective nature. The greatest

dilemma in your life comes when the bonds of attachment

are broken - for example in connection with changes in the

family structure. At these times it is important to recognise

the dangers of sentimental attachment to the past. Your

reluctance to let things go can stand in the way of your

personal development. You have a great talent for building

up a nurturing environment for those who are close to you,

yet it can also help to be more open to those who are not

necessarily so close. You are easily upset by changes in

your daily rhythm, and can be rather grumpy when called

upon to change habitual behaviours. Your home is your

castle.

Sun In 10th House

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Professional manifestation

You are capable of having a high professional profile -

indeed society demands that you become deeply personally

involved in your career. You are a natural leader in your field

and it is an advantage for you to strive to become known.

More than most you define yourself through what you do,

and through how other people judge what you do. You are

suited to a profession in which you either are self-employed

or employ others. Should you find yourself working in a

subordinate position, you may have differences of opinion

with your employers. They will think you are arrogant, you

will think you can do better than them! Successful leaders

become role models for you.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Professional manifestation

You are extremely involved in issues of self-esteem and feel

that your own self-worth must be measured by your

achievements in society. This attitude stems from the

influence of a parent - probably your father - who imbued in

you ideas of respect and duty to society. Attaining goals,

then, is the strongest motivational factor in your life. The

problems is that you tend to move the goalposts in a

constant spiral of striving. Perhaps it would be wise to relax

more and enjoy the fruits of your labours? Because you

identify so strongly with your professional position - you are

what you do - you may have difficulty being spontaneous

and natural on an intimate or emotional level. You also have

a deep need to be respected and appreciated by your

partner. Being known or respected makes you take yourself

too seriously.

Sun Opposition Jupiter

Though not especially strong, you will be able to feel the

influence of this aspect under many circumstances. There

will be great difficulty in integrating these two planetary

influences, and the promised harmonious results will only

arise after you have expended time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Insight

One of your greatest professional assets is your optimism

and ability to envision and empower the future. You have

the capacity to occupy a high profile position in which your

charisma and personal identity play a leading role. As you

are strongly motivated to acquire insight in your life, and

rather philosophically minded, you would function well as an

advisor, counsellor or simply as a leader figure, whom
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people turn to for advice and a sense of direction. It is

essential that your profession offers you the opportunity for

growth. You need wide horizons and you will probably find

that you travel a lot in your work. You are cosmopolitan by

nature, and enjoy the cultural aspect of your work. You have

very strong convictions indeed, and may be rather morally

high-minded. This side of your character can lead to

ideological confrontations with influential people. You have

great difficulty in admitting your mistakes, and although you

have vision and prophetic sense, you can be wildly

optimistic about the future, and are often to be seen chasing

dreams of prosperity. Inasmuch as vision is necessary for

success, you will generally reach your goals, but greater

attention to planning, more realism and more patience

would help you consolidate your position.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Insight

You are an inspiring person with a wonderful capacity for

positive thinking and looking on the bright side. You are a

seeker of wisdom, and this search will lead to many studies

and many travels to widen your intellectual horizons. During

the course of your life, you acquire a set of opinions and

personal convictions which play rather a dominating role in

your environment. Gaining understanding of the meaning of

your own life is important, and you identify strongly with the

conclusions you come to. You have a great need to find a

mentor or wise person who can instruct you, but few people

will have the capacity to impress you on an intellectual or

spiritual level. If you do not cultivate a sensitivity to the ideas

of others you can become opinionated and arrogant. Others

can find you mentally dominating or over-forceful in

discussions. There is more dignity in giving your opinion

only when asked, than in foisting your beliefs on others.

Generally however, you will create a good impression

because of the wide span of your mind, and a tolerant

attitude towards others.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction Sun

24-09-2025 -> 18-06-2026

Major changes will occur in the area of your life described

here and you will integrate new personal behaviour and

attitudes in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Creating your future

During this phase of rising self-confidence you can expect

your plans for expansion to take off. You should be thinking

positively about the future now, visualising how you would

like things to be as vividly as possible. Your power to get

what you want is at its highest, so start expounding your

visions of a bright future. Remember: you get what you

focus on, so focus on what you want.

	It is favourable to expand into foreign countries; higher

education, public relations and insight-enhancing projects

will also bring success. Whatever you do, it is essential that

it has depth and meaning for you. Don't waste important

time on trivial matters - success is about the quality of life

and making an impact with the essence of your own identity.

If necessary take time off from work to build up a new vision

for your future. If you have any legal problems, you will be

confronted with them now so ensure that you are morally

unassailable. And don't over-estimate yourself and your

capacities. Make sure your plans are within the boundaries

of reality.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Creating your future

During this phase of your life you will be given the

opportunity to find a new sense of meaning in your

existence. Bubbling up from within, you have the chance to

release a new energy and enthusiasm based on a sense of

your personal relevance to this planet. Travel abroad and

contact with people you respect for their intellectual and

spiritual capacities will now expand your world-view.

Knowledge and understanding will enable you to build up a

broader moral base with greater insight and tolerance.

	This is a very favourable time for religious growth if you are

so inclined, or philosophical and intellectual insight. In many

ways the world opens to you and reveals its gifts and

blessings for you to enjoy. Take care as you sample the

pleasures of this cornucopia and don't overestimate yourself

- personal hubris will be punished and you may find yourself

coming down to Earth with a bump.

Jupiter transiting Square Sun

12-04-2023 -> 06-05-2023

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Creating your future

During this phase of rising self-confidence you can expect

your plans for expansion to take off. You should be thinking

positively about the future now, visualising how you would

like things to be as vividly as possible. Your power to get

what you want is at its highest, so start expounding your

visions of a bright future. Remember: you get what you

focus on, so focus on what you want.

	It is favourable to expand into foreign countries; higher

education, public relations and insight-enhancing projects
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will also bring success. Whatever you do, it is essential that

it has depth and meaning for you. Don't waste important

time on trivial matters - success is about the quality of life

and making an impact with the essence of your own identity.

If necessary take time off from work to build up a new vision

for your future. If you have any legal problems, you will be

confronted with them now so ensure that you are morally

unassailable. And don't over-estimate yourself and your

capacities. Make sure your plans are within the boundaries

of reality.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Creating your future

During this phase of your life you will be given the

opportunity to find a new sense of meaning in your

existence. Bubbling up from within, you have the chance to

release a new energy and enthusiasm based on a sense of

your personal relevance to this planet. Travel abroad and

contact with people you respect for their intellectual and

spiritual capacities will now expand your world-view.

Knowledge and understanding will enable you to build up a

broader moral base with greater insight and tolerance.

	This is a very favourable time for religious growth if you are

so inclined, or philosophical and intellectual insight. In many

ways the world opens to you and reveals its gifts and

blessings for you to enjoy. Take care as you sample the

pleasures of this cornucopia and don't overestimate yourself

- personal hubris will be punished and you may find yourself

coming down to Earth with a bump.

Emotions

Moon In Aries

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Be inspired, take action

You are undoubtedly a dynamic person - the type to take

action immediately when you are emotionally involved in

something. Whilst this dynamism is a virtue, it will often

manifest as impatience - even as a sharp temper, which of

course can have a negative effect on the people you work

with. You hate being pushed around, and thus it can be

difficult for you to take on a subordinate role - you would

prefer to be ahead of the field. You will often set yourself the

challenge of achieving short-term goals in record time, and

though you work well under stress, this tactic may not be

good for your health in the long run. Learning to relax and

let others come first is a part of your maturing process.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Be inspired, take action

You will thrive in relationships which give you the freedom to

take independent action. Some of your most painful

memories are connected with times when you were robbed

of this freedom. To enjoy a harmonious relationship you

need to establish control over your temperament. You have

a tendency to be short-tempered, and this comes from

frustrations or a tense atmosphere in your childhood. You

tend to use the threat of creating a bad atmosphere through

your temper or through being huffy to get what you want.

With time you learn patience. As a partner, however, you

are fun to be with and you know how to create an exciting

atmosphere in which things happen.

Moon In 7th House

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Tuning in to others

You will wish to express your caring nature by having daily

contact with the public in some way. Your enormous

receptivity to the influence, problems and needs of others

inclines you to a listening job in which you can give support

and nourishment. As you can perhaps be rather

over-sensitive to the demands of others you have to take

care not to become drained by emotional contacts. You form

strong bonds to the people you are in contact with and this

may mean that you can be manipulated too easily. You may

make too many compromises for the sake of emotional

peace. However, you are very supportive indeed and a real

asset in any business partnership.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Tuning in to others

Most of your emotional life revolves around your

partnership. You form a strong bond at an early age when

you are still emotionally immature. You are strongly

motivated by security and stability in your relationships, and

will be attracted to a partner who can provide this. Men in

particular have a tendency to choose a mother figure.

Women tend to take on the role of mother in partnerships.

Despite the need for stability, marital life will fluctuate wildly.

These emotional ups-and-downs are a result of your

oversensitivity to the emotional state of your partner. You

have difficulty distinguishing between what you feel and

what your partner feels. Your concern for the partner's

feelings paradoxically evokes exaggerated reactions from

him or her. Learn to tune in to what it is you really feel, and

allow your partner to have his or her moods without

constantly imagining they have something to do with your

actions. When you integrate your emotions in this way, your

partner will be grateful to be able to express emotions in

peace without always having to have consideration for how

you will react.

Moon Square Mercury
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This aspect is of medium strength and its influence will often

be felt, though not acutely. There will be great difficulty in

integrating these two planetary influences, and the promised

harmonious results will only arise after you have expended

time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Emotional awareness

You have great persuasive talents because you make an

emotional investment in everything you say. At its best you

can use these communicative talents to sway the feelings of

the people around you - obviously a great asset when

speaking to a public. You know how to tune in to the mood

of the crowd and have an instinctive talent for saying the

right thing. You need to be passionately engaged in your

work, and function best in a role which gives you human

contact. You work better with people than with things, but

there is good business talent, especially as regards

property. You are not an analytical type, and your

judgements are easily swayed by your feelings. Thus you

are easy to read, and will often stumble verbally, when you

encounter conflict. You would find success in a career in

which you utilised your talent for listening and speaking to

people.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Emotional awareness

You are a person who likes to communicate on an intimate

level with those you are close to, though you have difficulty

opening up to those you do not know well. Other people are

comfortable entrusting their thoughts and feelings to you

however. Your word and tone of voice are always tinged by

your emotions, and this ensures you a good audience. Your

emotions tend to swing a lot, and when you are feeling

negative it can be very difficult for you to express yourself

clearly. Under extreme emotional conditions you will be

rather irrational. You have probably been profoundly

emotionally affected by sibling relationships, and even now

may have a powerful emotional bond to a brother or a sister.

Your school years will also have had a great emotional

impact on you, for better or worse. You are extremely

sensitive to being criticised or misunderstood on a mental

level. In many ways you are able to build a mental bridge

between the conscious and unconscious mind, clarifying

emotions through mental awareness.

Moon Trine Venus

You will often feel the influence of this aspect, though

stronger influences may predominate in other areas of your

chart. Because there is a good aspect between these two

planets, you can expect the positive consequences to be

strong and very creative, and the negative consequences

minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Empathy

You have very winning ways with all kinds of people and

can gain a great deal of personal popularity. Dealing with

others - particularly the public - in some way or another, can

be an important ingredient in your profession. You may

simply like people; at least people feel as if you do. You

have a particular talent for dealing with women, partly

because you have an instinctive understanding of their

ways. Women can play an important role in your

professional advancement - indeed you may be rather

dependent on their goodwill for better or worse. Basically

you are a caring and sympathetic person - and you show it.

Therefore you would function well in a position which gave

you daily contact with people and the opportunity to support

and nurture them in some way. You shun hard professional

tactics and are easily hurt when rebuffed. This means that

you may be too fragile to handle the rough and tumble of the

marketplace. To feel secure you need to have a solid

economy, otherwise you tend to be afflicted by worry. You

have a talent for investment - particularly in property.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Empathy

You have an affectionate nature - you have both the

capacity to give succour and love, and a deep need to

receive it. Obviously therefore, relationships are extremely

important to you, and you tend to form lasting bonds at an

early age. Actually the greatest bond will be to your own

family, particularly the mother - for better or for worse. Men

with this aspect tend to marry early and unconsciously

compare their loved one with the mother. There is a

tendency to slink back to the family home for a good meal

from time to time, and the wife can have great difficulty

asserting her own authority over the mother's. In more

extreme cases the man evokes maternal behaviour in his

partner, and finds her wanting sexually as a mistress. It is

difficult to feel sexually attracted to a mother figure, so

unfaithfulness can ensue, as the man seeks to fulfil his

sexual needs elsewhere.

	Women with this aspect have to learn to integrate the two

feminine functions - maternal and erotic - into their lives in

some way. If she has difficulty with this she will find the

sexual element in the relationship deteriorating, and will end

up spending all her time on the house or with the children. A

maid might be the answer!

	For both sexes there is a tendency to be overattached and

clinging, and too fixated on material security. Unconscious

and unresolved childhood needs for love and security spill

over into later relationships. It pays to develop a more
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detached attitude and a greater indifference to the need for

constant approval.

Moon Opposition Neptune

Though not especially strong, you will be able to feel the

influence of this aspect under many circumstances. There

will be great difficulty in integrating these two planetary

influences, and the promised harmonious results will only

arise after you have expended time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Develop intuitive sensitivity

You are a supremely sensitive and impressionable person,

and this will express itself as a moodiness and indefinable

dissatisfaction. Yet you will almost certainly have creative

and caring sides to your nature which can stand you in good

stead professionally, as long as your job is not monotonous

or meaningless. You have a capacity for being very

sympathetic and understanding, and this may be a part of

your work. You have spiritual talents - perhaps you can work

with dreams or the unconscious in some way. You are

powerfully influenced by your environment, and including

the mood of the people around you. It is wise to choose

environments free from pollution, spiritually, emotionally and

physically.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Develop intuitive sensitivity

The greatest challenge for you is to attain emotional

satisfaction, and this is best done by understanding the

nature of your childhood. It is essentially for you to avoid the

tempting pleasure of indulging your emotions and

sentimentality. You so easily fall into negative emotional

states, and this can make life miserable for the people

around you. Your emotional impressionability creates

serious problems in partnership matters - you simply have

difficulty distinguishing the boundaries between yourself and

your loved one. You take on the moods of others or absorb

negative vibrations from the environment. The older you get

the more you realise that this is just a bad habit, based on

early conditioning. Avoid jumping into emotional swamps!

Having said this, you have a wonderful talent for tuning in to

other people emotionally and understanding them in depth.

You are a very sympathetic person.

Moon Trine Pluto

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope, and

will be a major feature of your character. Because there is a

good aspect between these two planets, you can expect the

positive consequences to be strong and very creative, and

the negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Deep emotional

involvement

You are strongly motivated on an unconscious level by a

need for security - a need which is very difficult to fulfil.

However when you turn outwards and concern yourself with

others, you will discover a special talent for helping other

people find security. This may manifest as social

consciousness. You also have a talent for dealing with

people in crisis, possessing an inborn psychological ability

to transform how people feel. You are suited to work which

requires a deep personal involvement combined with a

certain power and distance. You have the power to

investigate deep emotional states in other people, and this

can be connected with psychology or the occult.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Deep emotional involvement

You are a person who feels everything very deeply,

although people who only know you superficially might not

be aware of this. Your need to protect yourself emotionally

comes from a number of disturbing childhood experiences

which mean that you tend to play it cool in times of crisis.

Problems arise in intimate relationships because you never

let on how you really feel - if you had the courage to show

your vulnerability, people would treat you better. You cling to

emotional bonds with great intensity, yet in times of crisis

you can suddenly amputate your feelings and become

ice-cold. It is unwise to deal with crises by giving ultimata. It

is essential to overcome these destructive defence

mechanisms, if you want to enjoy warm relationships.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction Moon

06-03-2023 -> 30-03-2023

Major changes will occur in the area of your life described

here and you will integrate new personal behaviour and

attitudes in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Expanding your base

This influence depends very much on how large a role

safety and security play in your professional life. If safety is

paramount, you will be wanting to expand the foundations of

whatever represents security for you now. As this may well

be property, you could wish to move into a larger home or

business, and indeed it certainly pays to invest in land and

buildings now. Providing that you can trust your instincts in

these matters, then property acquisition or expansion is

favoured.

	For some people freedom and expansion of horizons will be

more important than security. The urge to investigate foreign

countries - their people and culture - can play an important
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role in your career now. Trust in your hunches - your

intuitive powers are at their highest in this period, and you

have the enthusiasm to take on any challenge. You may

however find that your interests lie outside the professional

sphere. This is a higher-charged period for you emotionally,

so you will probably also want to expend your energies on

domestic or family matters.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Expanding your base

This is a period when your feelings and emotions exert a

tremendous power in your life. Hopes and dreams about the

future will be a driving force inspiring you to take action.

Generally speaking you should have a degree of luck and

good fortune in attaining your greatest dreams at this time.

This is probably a natural consequence of the enthusiasm

you invest in all matters. You can expect an expansion of

your horizons and a deepening of your capacity to show

feeling. You learn something of the mystery of life, and it

gives a new meaning to your existence.

	You can be strongly inspired by a future vision connected

with domestic happiness, a home or children. There is,

however, a tendency to go overboard. If you are hoping for

the fulfilment of emotional dreams, so many opportunities

can arise that you simply cannot make a choice.

Furthermore your emotional suggestibility is at its highest -

you believe what you want to believe. Whatever the

concrete results - if any - of this period, you will come into

deep contact with your emotional power and gain rewarding

new insights.

Jupiter transiting Square Moon

07-08-2025 -> 30-04-2026

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Expanding your base

This influence depends very much on how large a role

safety and security play in your professional life. If safety is

paramount, you will be wanting to expand the foundations of

whatever represents security for you now. As this may well

be property, you could wish to move into a larger home or

business, and indeed it certainly pays to invest in land and

buildings now. Providing that you can trust your instincts in

these matters, then property acquisition or expansion is

favoured.

	For some people freedom and expansion of horizons will be

more important than security. The urge to investigate foreign

countries - their people and culture - can play an important

role in your career now. Trust in your hunches - your

intuitive powers are at their highest in this period, and you

have the enthusiasm to take on any challenge. You may

however find that your interests lie outside the professional

sphere. This is a higher-charged period for you emotionally,

so you will probably also want to expend your energies on

domestic or family matters.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Expanding your base

This is a period when your feelings and emotions exert a

tremendous power in your life. Hopes and dreams about the

future will be a driving force inspiring you to take action.

Generally speaking you should have a degree of luck and

good fortune in attaining your greatest dreams at this time.

This is probably a natural consequence of the enthusiasm

you invest in all matters. You can expect an expansion of

your horizons and a deepening of your capacity to show

feeling. You learn something of the mystery of life, and it

gives a new meaning to your existence.

	You can be strongly inspired by a future vision connected

with domestic happiness, a home or children. There is,

however, a tendency to go overboard. If you are hoping for

the fulfilment of emotional dreams, so many opportunities

can arise that you simply cannot make a choice.

Furthermore your emotional suggestibility is at its highest -

you believe what you want to believe. Whatever the

concrete results - if any - of this period, you will come into

deep contact with your emotional power and gain rewarding

new insights.

Mentality

Mercury In Cancer

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: Trust your intuition

You are a canny person with a head for business. You are

not keen on taking risks, and like to hang on to gains when

achieved. You are strongly motivated to attain security for

the people who are dear to you. You are muted in your

opinions, yet the emotional message in what you say can

have quite a powerful effect on the mood of other people.

On the other hand, if you are emotionally aroused, you may

express yourself rather clumsily. You prefer to work in a

secure position, and are inclined to serve loyally if treated

with respect. You have a very fertile mind and an excellent

intuition in business matters. You may not be very logical,

but you can rely on your instincts.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Trust your intuition

You are a deeply impressionable person, and you tend to
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express your knowledge and opinions only after checking

things out with your inner feelings. This emotionality will be

discernible in your voice, which will probably be quite

charged and variable in tone. You are sensitive and intuitive,

and this can express itself in an instinctive talent for

grasping the thoughts and feelings of other people. In

partnership you are inclined to be rather quiet and very

receptive. It is rather difficult for people to really know what

is on your mind. When you do communicate, it is with those

you really trust, and you do so with feeling. You function

better on an intimate level, than on a superficial social level.

Mercury In 9th House

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: Get knowledge

Your intelligence, curiosity, and desire for understanding are

great professional assets. You are excellent at juggling

ideas, and persuasive at putting them across. You could

have success in the publishing branch. You know how to

meet other people on their own mental level, and would do

well in dealings with people from foreign countries because

of this talent. You may find success in areas where it is

important to get a message across to the public, perhaps in

the media, or in marketing areas or teaching. Training

courses and a good education are a prerequisite for

professional success. To thrive professionally you should

have access to information, and be able to draw on a large

body of personal knowledge.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Get knowledge

You are driven by an insatiable curiosity and desire for

understanding. You are a walking question mark, constantly

seeking to find a deeper meaning in the smallest events that

cross your path. Perhaps you were strongly influenced by

siblings or a teacher early in life to do something with your

intelligence; now you are the eternal student, seduced by

knowledge and the power of education. You speak

intelligently on many different subjects and generally have

an opinion about everything. Discussions with you can be

somewhat frustrating, because you have a tendency to

change viewpoint constantly. In your view this is OK: you

know in your heart that truth is a relative matter, only the

search for enlightenment and knowledge is constant. Get

your ideas down on paper.

Mercury Square Neptune

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope; it will

dominate many areas of your life. There will be great

difficulty in integrating these two planetary influences, and

the promised harmonious results will only arise after you

have expended time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: Clarify your thoughts

You have a very refined mental sensitivity which may be

expressed through some form of imaginative and creative

work. You possess a wonderful intuition, but formal learning

and dry facts do not interest you. You can be quite a

perfectionist and are very good at spotting mistakes and

errors. In your dealings with others, you are very good at

tuning in to their ideas, and you will go very far - perhaps too

far - to avoid confrontation and argument. You tend to hope

difficulties will disappear if you ignore them, and you have a

tendency to create a smokescreen around issues. Thus you

like to get your own way through being indirect and

confusing the opposition. However if you do not make an

effort to stick to ethical principles and honest

representations, you may find yourself getting ensnared by

the stories you create. You have a talent for creative

communication - as a writer, in advertising or the media, or

as a general part of your work.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Clarify your thoughts

In intimate relationships you are very attuned to what your

partner is thinking. You are a mind-reader, and as such you

often feel you know what another person will say before it is

said. Whilst this is often the case, problems can arise

because of a tendency to adjust what you say to conform to

the other person's supposed expectations, and to hide

thoughts and ideas which you think will not be received well.

If this habit goes on for too long, you may find that you start

living in another world - isolated and misunderstood. Effort

must be made to improve communication and to say what is

really on your mind. You are oversensitive to environmental

stimuli - particularly noise - and partners may feel you

overreact or are over-critical in this area. However you do

need to be in a peaceful environment to function well.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction Mercury

28-07-2025 -> 12-04-2026

Major changes will occur in the area of your life described

here and you will integrate new personal behaviour and

attitudes in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: Expanding contact

The effect of this influence depends very much on how you

employ your mental talents in your profession. This is the

time you should invest in your mental abilities. Knowledge is

power, so it could pay for you to go on courses, meet people

and expand your sphere of influence. You can expect an

increase in the time you spend travelling now, so try to
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streamline this area of your life. You should be doing more

to enlarge your network of contacts, so make sure you are

available through telephone, fax or computer. You will talk

more, travel more and write more.

	If you have any dreams as regards writing or getting some

message across to the public, now is the time to go for it, as

there is a strong disposition for success in these matters.

This is generally a great time for wheeling and dealing,

doing business and capitalising on contacts at home and

abroad. Nevertheless you can talk too much and be too

intellectually pushy. Take time to listen to the opinions and

advice of others - you can make misjudgements if you don't.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Expanding contact

This is a period of expanding intellectual curiosity which can

be reflected in many areas of your life. You will probably

devour books and TV programmes at this time to satisfy

your urge to acquire knowledge. It will also be an important

process for you now to weave all the threads of information

that you gather into a whole piece of cloth, so that you can

see a meaningful pattern in all the details that surround you.

	This is a time to be on the move and to allow your mind to

be fertilised by contact with a wide variety of people with

different views on life. You should be bubbling with ideas, so

you have to get them down on paper or out to a broader

public. Although this is generally an optimistic period, there

is a risk of losing your sense of proportion, particularly if you

are inclined to worry or fantasy. Knowing the power of the

mind to create the future, you would be well-advised to

guide your thoughts into constructive channels.

Jupiter transiting Square Mercury

24-02-2023 -> 21-03-2023

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: Expanding contact

The effect of this influence depends very much on how you

employ your mental talents in your profession. This is the

time you should invest in your mental abilities. Knowledge is

power, so it could pay for you to go on courses, meet people

and expand your sphere of influence. You can expect an

increase in the time you spend travelling now, so try to

streamline this area of your life. You should be doing more

to enlarge your network of contacts, so make sure you are

available through telephone, fax or computer. You will talk

more, travel more and write more.

	If you have any dreams as regards writing or getting some

message across to the public, now is the time to go for it, as

there is a strong disposition for success in these matters.

This is generally a great time for wheeling and dealing,

doing business and capitalising on contacts at home and

abroad. Nevertheless you can talk too much and be too

intellectually pushy. Take time to listen to the opinions and

advice of others - you can make misjudgements if you don't.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Expanding contact

This is a period of expanding intellectual curiosity which can

be reflected in many areas of your life. You will probably

devour books and TV programmes at this time to satisfy

your urge to acquire knowledge. It will also be an important

process for you now to weave all the threads of information

that you gather into a whole piece of cloth, so that you can

see a meaningful pattern in all the details that surround you.

	This is a time to be on the move and to allow your mind to

be fertilised by contact with a wide variety of people with

different views on life. You should be bubbling with ideas, so

you have to get them down on paper or out to a broader

public. Although this is generally an optimistic period, there

is a risk of losing your sense of proportion, particularly if you

are inclined to worry or fantasy. Knowing the power of the

mind to create the future, you would be well-advised to

guide your thoughts into constructive channels.

Values

Venus In Leo

Please read page 2 : Venus In Leo

Venus In 10th House

Please read page 2 : Venus In 10th House

Venus Conjunction Pluto

Though not especially strong, you will be able to feel the

influence of this aspect under many circumstances. This

conjunction shows a fusion of energies in you. Both the

positive and negative sides of this aspect will be an integral

part of your character.

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Transformation of values

You have the ability to awaken deep sympathy in the hearts

of other people, and you are probably willing to go to great

lengths to be appreciated. Your attention to others can

evoke a very positive atmosphere and genuine good

feelings, if you learn to avoid a few simple weaknesses. You

tend to go too far in pleasing others and trying to create a

good impression. In this way you can monopolise some
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people and alienate those who are not impressed by your

apparent charm. Businesswise you have a special talent for

getting the most out of resources. You can see the value in

items other people might throw away, and can turn waste

into something valuable. Financially you must avoid the trap

of getting into debt by buying prestige items. Do not throw

good money after bad. Above all avoid becoming

economically dependent on others - you could end up being

manipulated.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Transformation of values

Your intimate relationships are characterised by their

intensity. You are simply not interested in a superficial or

casual relationship. You have a tendency to invest a lot of

energy into winning love and attention and this is actually a

throwback to childhood experiences which equated love

with survival. You will often feel that it is fate that has

brought you and your partner together, and that nothing will

break the bond that has been established. Unfortunately, an

unconscious fear of losing love can result in many

exhausting emotional scenes. Relationships can lurch from

crisis to crisis. When these negative influences have been

transformed you will discover a real talent for giving loving

support to others.

Venus Trine N.Node

This aspect is of medium strength and its influence will often

be felt, though not acutely. Because there is a good aspect

between these two planets, you can expect the positive

consequences to be strong and very creative, and the

negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Truth in beauty

Your sense of values and taste, and even your personal

appearance, can awaken strong feelings of attraction in the

people who know you. Your aesthetic values may play an

important role in whatever associations or groups you

belong to, and you may even set the style of the times

through your personal judgement. Often seduced by the

beauties of the world, and the temptations of material things,

you have a special challenge in life as regards

understanding the power of love and attraction - and their

pitfalls.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Truth in beauty

Magnetic attractions to specific people in your life can be

extremely formative as regards your spiritual growth. The

world of the senses, and the pleasures and pains of love will

be a constant challenge and source of fascination for you.

You may react by indulging in every pleasure which is

offered to you, or you may reject the allure of sensory

paradise, preferring purity and frugality. Your choice, and

your values, may have a significance beyond the personal,

profoundly affecting the spirit of your time.

Jupiter transiting Square Venus

25-03-2024 -> 21-04-2024

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Blessings

If you are the lucky type, you could not have a better period

than this one. This is a time when influential people -

particularly women - can guide you towards success, and

when your economic resources have every chance of

expansion. Success comes in particular in the cultural,

intellectual or artistic field, though there is also a reasonable

chance of business expansion also. Matters of fairness and

justice will cause concern at this time.

	It is more important to enjoy life than just work hard at this

time - if you can't appreciate life's pleasures now, when can

you? What are your true values and goals in your career?

This is the time to include them in your plans for the future.

However, if you indulge your pleasures too much, this can

be an expensive time. You are very vulnerable morally now,

and affairs of the heart can lead you into a costly blind alley.

Don't cut corners to gain easy profit, a questionable gain

now can lead to long-term loss. You are easily seduced.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Blessings

This is a romantic period par excellence, so you can expect

affairs of the heart to have priority now. If you are in a

relationship, your need to give and receive love will be very

strong, so ensure that you indulge your emotional and erotic

desires. This is a time when the power of romantic and

sexual attraction is extremely strong, whilst the moral

discipline is weak, so it is important to weigh the needs of

the heart with other emotional costs. Sometimes it is more

important to nourish and indulge the need for love than

anything else, sometimes not. Let your ideals about fairness

guide you.

	It is a great time to travel, and if you are seeking a partner,

there is one to be found in foreign climes, or in cultural or

intellectual institutions. You are not inclined to fall for

anyone for physical reasons alone at this time - you need a

partner who can stimulate you intellectually, and expand

your understanding of life and its pleasures. If you are

interested in creativity, this can be a wonderful period
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because you gain insight and understanding of the aesthetic

forces of Nature, seeing the beauty inherent in all things,

and experiencing that beauty as a manifestation of truth in

some way.

Uranus transiting Square Venus

10-03-2023 -> 21-04-2024

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: New social environment

Sudden changes of values now can inspire you to make

changes and adjustments in your career. This is a more

social period, so you will not be content with jobs that just

involve facts and figures. You need to get out, travel and

meet people - preferably unconventional types who can

surprise and inspire you. This need to be surrounded by

new people may be a problem if you are working in a very

formal and stuffy environment, and you might wish to

consider job change, to satisfy your need to be socially and

aesthetically stimulated.

	You would thrive in an international environment now, in

which you can make use of language ability and social

qualities. You are less likely to be hung up on economy and

material things at this time - you discover new values and

pleasures through contact with new peoples and cultures.

You may discover a capacity for bringing awareness and a

new quality of life to others, particularly as regards principles

of freedom and unattachment.

PERSONAL - VALUES: New social environment

Radical changes can arise in your personal relationships at

this time. If you are free and unattached you will almost

certainly get involved with some untraditional romance.

Because there is a strong need for a relationship which

gives mutual freedom, and because you long for the

unpredictable and exciting in love, you could meet someone

from a radically different country, age group or culture, or

someone who is an outsider in society. You may choose to

live alone and have a weekend partner. It is unlikely that you

can cement love affairs started at this time, but the most

important consequence is the awakening of your emotions

and the stimulation of your erotic awareness.

	If you are in a stable partnership, sparks can fly as you try

to assert a new-found need for autonomy and

independence. If you are feeling bored with you partner and

in need of a change, try to avoid being over-impulsive and

strive to understand your partner's anxiety. You cannot

compromise on your need for a renewal in your relationship

and more social involvement, but if you value your

relationship you should do more to reassure your partner. If

your partner does not want to share your new interests, find

a group of people with whom you can be inspired. This is a

excellent time for involvement in consciousness-raising

groups. It is also a good time for the awakening of the

creative and aesthetic impulse. Love affairs at this time lead

to a dramatic awakening of the feelings but rarely become

settled. There is a tendency to have short intense meetings

- often in airports - and then to return to the calm of private

domestic life. Separations threaten weak partnerships at this

time.

Drives

Mars In Gemini

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVES: Develop your mind

You are a person with many mental gifts and a very active

mind. Your mind is like a sharp tool which can be used in

many different areas, and you thrive when you are given

several tasks to do at once. This love of diversity is only a

disadvantage if you start too many things, and forget to

finish them. Boredom is your greatest enemy in this respect.

As long as a project has your interest you will keep at it. You

are however not so good at following up on your successes,

as you are more interested in ideas than in the results they

bring.

You will almost certainly do a lot of travelling in your life -

especially locally. Some kind of personal transport is

essential for your well-being. Meeting people keeps you

stimulated, and you probably have a talent for inspiring and

teaching others. You must watch a tendency to be sharp or

sarcastic - your intellect is a double-edged sword, and being

a fast thinker yourself, you have a tendency to get impatient

with the slower pace of others. If you slowed down a little

yourself and worked in a steadier fashion, you would make

fewer mistakes and be able to consolidate your gains.

PERSONAL - DRIVES: Develop your mind

You are a quick thinking person, rather impulsive in

self-expression, even to the point of being rude or cheeky.

At the same time you can be humorous and witty and quite

a success socially. Men with this position of Mars will be the

roving type, always on the move either mentally or

physically. In relationships this may also mean a roving eye

and the tendency to flirt rather harmlessly. Women with this

position will be attracted to the youthful type of man who is

full of ideas and bubbling enthusiasm. There is a tendency -
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which may be more or less pronounced - to get involved in

more than one relationship. There is a danger of being far

too argumentative in relationships, perhaps because of an

innate mental restlessness. Nevertheless relationships will

normally embody an element of excitement and travel,

which can be very stimulating for both partners.

Mars In 9th House

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVE: Intellectual pioneer

Your opinions and convictions are an important part of your

professional life. You have a strong desire to increase you

knowledge and understanding , but you function better when

you are self-taught. Too many intellectual conflicts arise

when other people try to foist their opinions on you. You are

extremely powerful - perhaps too dominating - in putting

forward your point of view. Nevertheless you can have

success as a teacher or working in some field which

necessitates persuasion or the spreading of information and

ideas. You are very dynamic in your outreaching to others

and may travel a considerable amount in connection with

your work.

PERSONAL - DRIVE: Intellectual pioneer

You are a fearless searcher for truth and understanding,

and this search may well bring you to foreign lands. You are

an explorer type, constantly striving to increase your

horizons and develop your interests. Women with this

position of Mars are often attracted to men from a different

culture or country, men may discover partnership abroad.

You have strong opinions and these probably arose

because you had to hold your own against an intellectually

dominating brother, father or perhaps teacher in your early

days. As a result you tend to be too aggressive when

defending your own convictions. Your spiritual development

may be profoundly affected by a mentor of some kind,

though you have little inclination to subjugate yourself to the

principles or convictions of anybody else. You may see your

God as wrathful or severe, but you are inspired to rise to

meet spiritual challenges in your journey to find truth.

Mars Conjunction Uranus

It may be difficult for you to discern the influence of this

combination of planetary energies; it is weak and may be

outweighed by stronger influences. This conjunction shows

a fusion of energies in you. Both the positive and negative

sides of this aspect will be an integral part of your character.

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVE: Experimentation

You are an extremely dynamic person and you can perform

tasks in a flurry of activity in half the time ordinary mortals

take. You need excitement and originality in your work, and

you do your best work when a deadline is threatening.

When you decide to act, you strike like lightning. However

you are best at working in short bursts of energy. Longer

periods of activity tire and bore you. You have talent for

working with technical matters - for example engineering,

computers etc. You may also have a taste for more

untraditional work, perhaps connected with New Age fields,

consciousness-raising etc. The essential ingredient is

freedom to experiment and learn from your own

experiences. You are not very good at working in a team

because you can react violently to being told what to do.

You hate restrictions and orders and you need to go your

own way. Other people may experience you as rebellious

and you have a tendency to get into trouble with authorities.

You are something of a pioneer, and may embark on

dangerous travels to foreign lands.

PERSONAL - DRIVE: Experimentation

You are an extremely unpredictable person, and your fear of

being limited by relationships makes you demonstratively

aggressive when duty is required of you. Men with this

aspect give their partner the impression that they can pack

their bag and go at any time - in actual fact unpredictability

is used as a threat to get their own way. Women with this

aspect are attracted to unusual men, particularly from

abroad or from some unique environment, - men who can

promise excitement and freedom. There is a tendency to be

enormously provocative and this can lead to explosive

conflicts. This satisfies the ever-present craving for

excitement in one way or another. To have peace in a

relationship it is important to have some unusual interest or

job which brings challenge and fulfilment. A relationship will

not provide this in any lasting way. If all goes well you are

an exciting person to be with, always willing to take a risk or

try something new.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction Mars

10-05-2025 -> 05-06-2025

Major changes will occur in the area of your life described

here and you will integrate new personal behaviour and

attitudes in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVES: Burning enthusiasm

It is important for you to harness the energy and enthusiasm

which surges through your body at this time. The

competitive edge is sharpened, and you have the courage

and vision to enter the rough and tumble of the marketplace

and meet whatever challenge that confronts you. You can
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overcome obstacles now and expand your sphere of action.

This is not a time when you can be too interested in

diplomatic niceties - you want to get things done, and in a

hurry. There is a burning desire to achieve.

	This is an excellent time for pioneering activities and

expansion abroad. It is also a good time for throwing

yourself into hard physical work. There is an inclination to

get into confrontations now, and it is not helped by your

desire to impose your beliefs and convictions on others. You

may try to bully your way through. Although it is favourable

to act on your convictions regarding what is right and what is

wrong, it pays to gain insight first and cultivate greater

tolerance.

PERSONAL - DRIVES: Burning enthusiasm

This is the time to be intoxicated by a new decisiveness and

a willingness to invest your energy into getting what you

want. There is a refinement of the sense of purpose and the

meaning of taking action. This lust for life can manifest as

an expanding of your horizons through travel, taking on new

intellectual challenges, getting into your body through

exercise and training - and sexual exploits. There is a sharp

increase in erotic drives at this time, and men will become

increasingly aware of a need to prove themselves and their

masculinity. This can manifest as the desire to woo and win

the affections and body of a suitable quarry.

	Women too become increasingly aware of sexual needs

and the power of attraction to the opposite sex. There is a

willingness to take the initiative in these matters. However it

is actually the need to be stimulated intellectually that is

paramount for women as far as attractions are concerned at

this time. A relationship is also seen as a means to expand

personal horizons and learn more about men and life in

general. Indeed this period has most significance as regards

insight into the body - and this includes greater

consciousness concerning health, and the muscular system,

as well as personal sexuality.

Saturn transiting Square Mars

21-03-2025 -> 05-02-2026

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVES: Developing willpower

This is a time to mobilise reserves of willpower and pursue

goals with indefatigable determination. You can expect a lot

of resistance now, especially from older men in positions of

authority. Effort, long-term strategy and hard work is the

remedy for problems that arise at this time. Courageous

action leads to the building of lasting edifices now.

	First of all it is necessary to overcome lack of

self-confidence. You may feel that there are men of greater

experience available to do the jobs you want, but by training

and perseverance, you can - in time - achieve the goals you

set yourself. If you don't succeed, try and try again. You will

become stronger and more efficient. Great satisfaction can

be achieved through the power of organisation and

self-discipline - if you rise to the challenge, you will achieve

success. This is an excellent time for hard physical work -

particularly as regards building and construction.

PERSONAL - DRIVES: Developing willpower

This period can be rather a trying time, and there are many

obstacles to be overcome. However with hard work and

determination, you should be able to have things the way

you want them - finally. Men will feel unsure of themselves

at this time, and there will especially be a question mark as

regards their sexual needs and performance. There may be

a reluctance to take the initiative in these matters for fear of

being rebuffed, yet it is at precisely this time that a man can

get into contact with his body, learn more about his needs

and develop the confidence and assertiveness to handle

sexual relationships. Circumstances may however dictate

less sex during this period.

	Women who experience this influence will also be

concerned about their body, especially as concerned

blockages preventing spontaneous enjoyment of erotic

pleasures. It pays to take more time in a relationship to

improve sexual contact. More patience is needed in the

warming-up phase, and less focus on erogenous zones.

Many sexual fears about dominance and authority can be

dealt with, and the long-term effect on sexuality can be

beneficial. Sometimes an older or more experienced man

comes into the life now. Both sexes benefit from more

exercise or training through body-building, aerobics and the

like.

Neptune transiting Square Mars

13-01-2023 -> 06-03-2025

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVES: Path through confusion

You will probably experience a lot of confusion as regards

your goals right now. It can be extremely difficult for you to

define exactly what it is you want to do, and even if you
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know, it can be difficult to know how to do it. This confusion

will be felt as an inner dissatisfaction - at least you know

what you don't what to do! Using this feeling to guide you,

strive to attain your ideals and work only on those things

which really interest and inspire you. This is an excellent

period for idealistic work, both as far as social, creative and

spiritual issues are concerned.

	In your dealings with others you need to take great care.

There is an air of decadence or dissolution about the people

you meet at this time - particularly men. Alcohol and drugs

can play a particularly negative role, and it is best to avoid

stimulants as far as possible. You are very vulnerable to

being cheated or led astray now - your moral fibre is being

tested. There is a tendency to go behind people's backs, or

to feel that others go behind your back. Keep on the straight

and narrow path if you wish to avoid swampy ground.

PERSONAL - DRIVES: Path through confusion

This is a time when the will to achieve, and the ability to take

an initiative seems to be undermined. You don't like what

you have, but don't know what you want. By refining your

motives and actions, and tuning in to spiritual or creative

needs, you can acquire new talents. Women at this time are

disposed towards very curious experiences with men. There

can be attractions to inspiring, musical or artistic men who

later turn out to be frauds or disappointing in some way.

Rather shady affairs can arise, as the woman seeks to

recapture some of the magic she expects from love and

sexuality. This is a projection process by which the woman

seeks in the man creative and magical qualities she should

be developing in herself.

	Men of weak character - particularly those who are easily

seduced by their desires - tend to make a mess of

relationships at these times through infidelity. Sexual

satisfaction is found to be illusory however. It is beneficial to

develop a better contact with the body now, perhaps

channelling the invisible energies in the environment

through Tai Chi, yoga, dance, swimming or similar activities.

A new-found awareness of the body can give greater sexual

satisfaction at this time. The power of the imagination and of

film, music, wine etc. as sexual stimulants may be

discovered. Take time off work to develop your creativity.

Wisdom

Jupiter In Capricorn Retrograde

Because this planet was retrograde at your birth, you will

have an instinctive knowledge of, and attraction to, the

following traits and activities. You will tend to be introvert in

these matters, and pursue your own individual path in strong

contrast to the path chosen by others.

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Be successful

You were born in a year of focus on authorities, institutions

and powerful political developments. Issues of law and

justice, and their enforcement, can be very relevant to your

life. You may be attracted to the corridors of power, and you

can play a significant cultural or philosophical role in the

structure of society. Getting ahead professionally is very

important for you, and you work hard to achieve long-term

goals. Success can however be delayed because of a lack

of optimism. By learning to think smart, instead of just

working hard, you can achieve great success in life. It is

important that you learn to formulate your goals in a positive

manner. Write down your long-term plans and visualise

achieving them without backbreaking effort. Your

professional talents are exceptional, and you can reach a

very influential position in life. Think positively.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Be successful

You have integrated strong moral principles from your early

relationship to society, owing to exposure to somewhat

restrictive or conservative values about human behaviour.

There may for example have been a strong disciplinary

element in connection with training and education for you, or

perhaps you were influenced by someone with an

exceptionally strong morality. Whatever the circumstances,

you have strong principles now, which drive you to work

hard and take responsibility. You believe in the work ethic,

and only expect to receive what you have worked for. Thus

your life takes on rather a sombre tone as you struggle to

get ahead. Remember the principle of abundance - ask and

you shall receive. In personal relationships it is important for

you to cultivate a more tolerant attitude, as you have a

tendency to moralise and be restrictive. Spiritually you

advance through ascetic self-discipline.

Jupiter In 4th House

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Moral foundations

One of your greatest assets on a professional level is your

good judgement and lucky disposition as regards property.

You can expand holdings and generally earn money through

dealing with property. You can generally count on the loyal

support of your family, for whom you have a strong moral

commitment. Business commitments may draw you to

foreign countries. Cultural and environmental issues can

absorb you on both a national and international level. You

will enjoy your retirement, and will probably have a

comfortable economy at this time.
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PERSONAL - WISDOM: Moral foundations

Generally speaking you have had a fortunate upbringing,

perhaps growing up in an international environment, or in a

large family or a large house. A stimulating intellectual or

philosophical atmosphere at home will have provided you

with a solid emotional ballast later on in life. Your father,

who probably had strong convictions, may have played a

strong role in shaping your opinions. You may have found

family members rather dominating on an intellectual or

moral level, but this has a good effect on you in the long

term. You too will have powerful moral convictions in family

matters. You like to live in a large house and may at some

time reside abroad.

Jupiter transiting Square Jupiter

25-04-2023 -> 19-05-2023

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Development of insight

As Jupiter represents areas of your life in which hopes and

visions for the future are paramount, as well as the need to

gain understanding and meaning, you can expect an

increase of awareness and activities in these areas now. If

you are motivated by the need for expansion and growth,

then you can expect advances. There is increased focus on

your ability to act on moral values and pursue your

convictions concerning society. This is the time to refine

your judgement and manifest your capacity to guide and

counsel others. If you have a tendency to overestimate

yourself, indulge moral weaknesses or to make premature

judgements, then you will be confronted with this side of

your character now. If self-discipline and a natural

carefulness is a part of your nature however, you can take

advantage of opportunities to expand.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Development of insight

Jupiter takes 12 years to go around the Sun, so it will return

to its own position at the ages of 12, 24, 36 etc., and

activate itself by major aspect every 2 years. During these

phases of your life you can increase your insight and

understanding, and plug in to that most essential part of

your life which gives you a sense of purpose and meaning.

It is at these times that you can rediscover your joy in

existence and faith in the future. This in turn will enable you

to be fertile and grow. However if you are the type who is

over-confident or immodest, then you will learn a lesson at

this time. Your hopes and visions for the future should be

within the bounds of possibility, and if you do not keep in

touch with the ground under your feet, you lose out in the

long run.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction 7th House

16-02-2023 -> 14-03-2023

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Relationship rewards

One of your greatest professional assets is your insight into

other people. You have excellent judgement and would

succeed in a career in which people came to you for advice.

You thrive when working in large concerns, and in a career

which offers wide horizons. You are often helped on your

way by older people who are favourably disposed towards

you, and are generally fortunate in all partnership affairs.

Generally speaking you choose to see the best in other

people, and this attitude brings out the best in them. You are

excellent at motivating people as regards the future, and this

positive attitude evokes optimism in them. You have

considerable diplomatic talents which are best used on a

collective level where the ability to have an overall

perspective is the essential ingredient.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Relationship rewards

Other things being equal you have a very fortunate fate in

relationships. Marriage will often bring social and material

advancement for you, and you are usually lucky in finding a

person who helps you and has your best interests at heart.

The most important asset a partner can possess in your

eyes is an intelligent and cultured manner. A wise partner

imbues your life with meaning and expands your

philosophical horizons. You are stimulated by a good

discussion, but must take care that you do not fall out with

your partner on foolish matters of principle. Differing

opinions tend to sabotage your harmony. Your partner may

have special political or religious interests, or may come

from another country. You can have great pleasure from

travelling together and cultivating your shared cultural

interests.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction 8th House

02-06-2023 -> 18-02-2024

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Depth understanding

You understand the importance of influence and power in all

your professional dealings. You have the intellectual ability

to see behind appearances and draw wise conclusions as

regards most matters concerning finance and investment. In

this respect you like to think big. People trust you with their

money and other resources, and you can make them grow.
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You may also have good fortune concerning legacies or

inheritances. You have a choice of direction as far as

expansion is concerned. You can make a lot of money, if

you put your mind to it. You certainly have the know-how.

But it is unlikely that you will be satisfied by material

success, and you would achieve greater satisfaction

expanding your influence, ideology and power. True

satisfaction especially comes when you turn your

understanding and investigative talents onwards to explore

the fascinating realm of psychology and related subjects.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Depth understanding

You can have a rich and rewarding emotional life. Not being

satisfied with any superficial relationships, you have a

hunger for intimacy and a deep understanding of the

emotional motivations of your partner. You are both curious

and talented as regards gaining access to the feelings of

others, and you have the capacity for explaining hidden

psychological factors. You may have a tendency to tout your

own opinions and beliefs in a rather dominating way though.

Stubborn insistence on matters of principle or conviction can

easily sabotage emotional harmony. When you look back on

your life you will notice that you have totally changed your

own convictions at least once, so why let them become an

issue in relationships? In a good relationship there should

be plenty of space for a divergence of opinion.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction 9th House

17-06-2024 -> 13-07-2024

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Expansion of understanding

As you have considerable intellectual depth and a fine

overall perspective you are suited to a profession in which

your powers of judgement and capacity to exert influence

play an important role. Matters concerning the law, or the

broadcasting of cultural values, or any situation in which you

can get convictions across to the general public are all

areas of employment in which you can thrive. Higher

education can be important for you, and in your professional

life you would appreciate the chance to constantly enhance

your abilities through further training. You tend to be tolerant

and cosmopolitan so you will demand a job which gives you

wide intellectual and cultural horizons - even the opportunity

to travel long distances abroad.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Expansion of understanding

You have been endowed with considerable natural wisdom

and the capacity to understand the significance of your life.

Your upbringing will have been influenced by strong

parental convictions, and this has stimulated you to work

things out for yourself and develop your own understanding

of the world. Powerful religious, political or philosophical

beliefs shape your life. You are extremely persuasive in your

beliefs, but you should bear in mind that other people may

find you rather dominating. It is important for you to listen to

the world view of other people if you want to avoid becoming

bigoted. You may be profoundly influenced by a mentor or

guru-figure from a foreign land.

Challenges

Saturn In Virgo

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Systems organisation

Saturn was in this sign in the periods 1948-50 and 1978-80.

This was a period of reconstruction, focus on labour

relations and public health, and emphasis on the concept of

service. Should you manifest this influence in your career

you will be very hard-working and conscientious, and make

enormous efforts to get your professional life on an even

keel. You probably feel that organisation is not your strong

side, yet as you get older you learn to systematise your time

and effort until you become a skilled organiser with a fine

sense of detail - though this can sometimes border on the

pedantic. Your greatest professional challenges are

concerned with integration with the work force and getting

things to function on a practical level with colleagues.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Systems organisation

You were born in a period where there was great focus on

principles of efficiency, hygiene and being of service to

others. Many of the challenges in your life are concerned

with how to make yourself useful to society, without

becoming a slave of the system. On one level there is a

need to be accepted and integrated in your environment, but

on the other hand it can be difficult for you to find your

place. It is a question of being able to set limits for when to

offer your help, and when to refuse it. If you are too

service-minded you will feel misused, if not enough, you will

feel isolated. It is difficult for you to feel that the efforts you

make are good enough, and you will often spend a lot of

time trying to improve things and make them more efficient.

In other words you can develop considerable perfectionism,

and whilst this will often bring good results, it also creates

inertia and prevents progress.

Saturn In 11th House

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Social responsibility

Early in you professional life you will feel a certain degree of

insecurity in your relations with people - particularly as
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regards your ability to integrate socially. Yet you will

probably spend much time working with groups and later

may attain a position of authority and respect in some

organisation - whether business, political or social. Through

overcoming your own social inhibitions and the sense of

being a lone wolf, you develop a kind of responsibility and

sense of duty as regards your role in society. Therefore you

gravitate towards jobs which require your talent for

organising people. Though people will respect you, they will

have difficulty getting close to you personally - you have

developed a set of defences which protect you from getting

too personally involved.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Social responsibility

One of the major challenges for you in your life is learning to

relax together with your friends. Early experiences at school

will have isolated you socially, and the pain of being out in

the cold will have made you careful in your choice of friends.

You prefer companions you feel totally secure with and have

known for a long time, and though you may have many

acquaintances you have no time for friendships which are

not deep-felt. Around the age of thirty major turning points

can arise - perhaps at this time you get involved with a

group which comes to mean a lot for you. You derive great

benefit from overcoming shyness and integrating yourself

with purposeful groups which may be concerned with social

issues or consciousness development. You regain the social

self-esteem you lost as a child through winning respect for

the unselfish work you do for others later.

Saturn Sextile Uranus

Though not especially strong, you will be able to feel the

influence of this aspect under many circumstances.

Because there is a good aspect between these two planets,

you can expect the positive consequences to be strong and

very creative, and the negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Structural renewal

This rare combination of planets is part of a 46-year cycle,

and the influence will affect everyone over a period of

approximately a year. In so far as you channel this influence

through your career you have the capacity to deal with large

organisations and will often find yourself in the position of

establishing a bridge from the old to the new. With one foot

in tradition and the established values of collective

experience, you will also have to deal with the necessity of

reform to adjust to a new future. Depending on which side of

this equation you are on, there can be conflict with

established authorities. Thus you will often be confronted by

two separate and very different camps with very different

viewpoints. You deal with social structures which have

outlived their usefulness; perhaps a revolution is necessary

to make room for the future. You can be skilled at finding

ways of putting new technology to practical use. You can

work in areas concerned with social reform.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Structural renewal

Your personal struggle is very much connected with when to

release your attachment to the past and open yourself and

your life to the necessity of change. Often you hang on to

restrictive life-patterns too long, and when sudden change

comes - as it invariably does - the edifice you have built up

can disintegrate as you uncompromisingly embark on a

completely new venture. You tread the tightrope between

generations and have the capacity to bridge the gap

between young and old. Sometimes you identify with the

establishment, yet there will come decisive breaks as you

violently strive to adjust to change. You have a role in

society in which you should bear the banner of reform.

Jupiter transiting Square Saturn

31-05-2024 -> 25-06-2024

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Expanding the

framework

It is at this time of your professional life that the urge for

growth and expansion confronts the forces of inertia in your

career, or in society. You get to appreciate the power the

establishment has over your life at this time. You are

challenged to examine how you limit yourself and your

future through restrictive systems or a lack of vision and

faith in your abilities. If you can find the balance between

learning from past experience yet allowing a future vision to

inspire you, you may expect solid and steady growth at this

time. It is important to expand within a certain framework

and to accept the limitations imposed by professional

authorities. If you do this you will be an important cog in the

development of your company, or culturally in society.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Expanding the framework

At this time of your life you have the opportunity to loosen

some of the bonds that restrict you, and lighten the load

which weighs you down. This is the time that you have to

adjust the awareness of what is necessary by becoming

aware of the art of the possible. Restricting life patterns can

be replaced or adjusted by exploring new avenues for the

future. Inasmuch as you are hampered by a sense of
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insufficiency or inferiority as regards your abilities, you can

gain renewed confidence and faith in yourself now by

defining future goals and working hard to achieve them. You

can build a lasting niche for yourself in society at this time

by laying new foundations for the future.

Saturn transiting Opposition Saturn

16-03-2023 -> 05-02-2024

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Adjusting direction

As Saturn takes 29-30 years to orbit the Sun, it makes a

major aspect to itself about every 5 years, and these are

times when adjustments of direction and goals have to be

made. At the age of 29 to 30 however, a major reorientation

is necessary. You have to look carefully at what structures

you have built up in your life and why. If you don't make

changes now, when can you? Are your ambitions your own,

or are you simply fulfilling the expectations of your parents

or of authority figures in society?

	It is essential to spend some time sensing what it is exactly

you want for yourself in life. Cast aside all the unnecessary

baggage which you have accumulated in your efforts to

carve yourself a professional niche in society. Don't worry

about personal status and ambition for the time being, and

don't listen to people who tell you what they think is good for

you. The older you get the more important it becomes not to

waste time pursuing superficial career goals which will be of

no benefit in the long run.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Adjusting direction

All phases of the 30 year Saturn cycle are important,

although the ages 30, 44, and 52 are perhaps the most

significant. These are times when you have a chance to

review the passage of time and assess the unfolding of your

life. Are you satisfied with the direction it is taking? If not,

change it now. Change need not be radical, you just have to

define what it is you truly want to spend time on. Remember

your responsibility is first to yourself. The biggest gift you

can give to others, is to show that you are satisfied with your

own life.

	It is important to weigh the balance between career and

family commitments now. Do not be influenced by what

other people expect of you - only you can know what it is

that you really need in life. The yardstick for decisions at this

time is: Imagine you were on your death bed...what then,

would you wish you had achieved in your life? The wrong

decision now can mean years wasted on unfulfilling work.

Originality

Uranus In Cancer

Uranus In 9th House

PROFESSIONAL - ORIGINALITY: Consciousness change

You may be able to harness an unusual intellectual talent in

your career. You have the capacity to intuitively grasp

intellectual and spiritual truths. Your further education may

have been interrupted or broken off in some way - probably

because you do not have the patience to go through long

periods of training. You learn fast and prefer to teach

yourself - and in conventional teaching situations you tend

to be provocative. Professionally you have special talents in

relation to exotic countries or cultures. You may have a

special teaching skill connected with a rather untraditional

subject. Perhaps you can experience some success

connected with the electronic media, radio or television.

PERSONAL - ORIGINALITY: Consciousness change

You have a bird's eye view of life. Unusual events - perhaps

connected with exotic travels abroad - have brought radical

transformations of your consciousness and led you to

develop some very untraditional opinions about the meaning

of life. In your understanding you see things interrelated on

subtle levels in a way that is hard to explain logically. Your

opinions tend to be provocative and may even shock other

people in some way. You probably functioned badly in

traditional educational institutions, and you have had a

tendency to drop out and pursue your own radical views or

interests. You learn best in an experimental, group-oriented

environment, and you will find excitement and fulfilment

through going to consciousness-raising courses, or through

learning revolutionary mental techniques.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction Uranus

07-06-2025 -> 02-07-2025

Major changes will occur in the area of your life described

here and you will integrate new personal behaviour and

attitudes in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - ORIGINALITY: The future now

This is a time when insight and awareness of the future

should be a force of inspiration and renewal in your

professional life. Expect a dramatic increase in your

horizons - either through long-distant travel and contact with

exotic lands or peoples, or through mind-expanding
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activities connected with consciousness growth. Progress in

your career depends on your ability to think in completely

new channels and harness modern methods - both as far as

technology is concerned, but also concerning revolutionary

methods. This is a time of exciting possibilities and great

inventiveness. The urge to be free and uncommitted may

well have to be given priority over personal ambitions now.

PERSONAL - ORIGINALITY: The future now

During this period of excitement and unpredictability, you

have a strong desire to expand the boundaries of your

consciousness. Contact with foreign lands and cultures can

blow your mind, and experiences on untraditional training

courses or with experimental groups can give you a new

sense of destiny or insight into transcendent aspects of your

life. This is a good time for astrology and New Age interests,

and to meet people who share special interests. So

experiment, take a few risks and loosen your bonds - you

need to allow the unknown and unexpected to happen.

Jupiter transiting Square Uranus

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - ORIGINALITY: The future now

This is a time when insight and awareness of the future

should be a force of inspiration and renewal in your

professional life. Expect a dramatic increase in your

horizons - either through long-distant travel and contact with

exotic lands or peoples, or through mind-expanding

activities connected with consciousness growth. Progress in

your career depends on your ability to think in completely

new channels and harness modern methods - both as far as

technology is concerned, but also concerning revolutionary

methods. This is a time of exciting possibilities and great

inventiveness. The urge to be free and uncommitted may

well have to be given priority over personal ambitions now.

PERSONAL - ORIGINALITY: The future now

During this period of excitement and unpredictability, you

have a strong desire to expand the boundaries of your

consciousness. Contact with foreign lands and cultures can

blow your mind, and experiences on untraditional training

courses or with experimental groups can give you a new

sense of destiny or insight into transcendent aspects of your

life. This is a good time for astrology and New Age interests,

and to meet people who share special interests. So

experiment, take a few risks and loosen your bonds - you

need to allow the unknown and unexpected to happen.

Transcendence

Neptune In Libra

Neptune In 1st House

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Divine discontent

You are a person with an indefinable aura of mystery and

longing. You tend to drift along as you seek to define your

mission in life, and the litmus test for whether you are going

in the right direction is the strength of your constant inner

feeling of discontent. This feeling is the light which refines

your being and your life-goals. When you find your

professional niche, it will often have a deep spiritual

meaning for you, perhaps connected with helping others in

some way. You can never truly thrive in a profession which

only offers material perspectives. You can feel truly satisfied

professionally when you feel that you are being of service to

others, or living out your higher destiny.

PERSONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Divine discontent

Although there are times when you are visionary and

inspired, you tend to emanate an aura of dissatisfaction - as

if something is lacking in you life. Other people may feel

frustrated because of their lack of ability to give you

satisfaction. You tend to downgrade yourself and allow

others to superimpose themselves on you. You function

best when you cultivate a caring attitude towards others.

You may be marked by early spiritual experiences which

open a window to your consciousness. This becomes a

driving force in your life-path, and you are driven to strive for

the seemingly unattainable. In partnership matters, you

have to overcome a tendency to be a wet blanket. Romantic

love can never quite give you the spiritual nourishment that

you require, so it is important to cultivate transcendental

interests.

Neptune Sextile Pluto

This aspect is of medium strength and its influence will often

be felt, though not acutely. Because there is a good aspect

between these two planets, you can expect the positive

consequences to be strong and very creative, and the

negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Mass vision

These aspects are very rare and last a very long time.

Indeed, as Pluto moves within the orbit of Neptune in the

closing years of the 20th century, the present sextile aspect

between the two planets lasts from 1940 to 2040 - one

hundred years - so almost everyone has it! If you are able to
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manifest this influence on a personal and professional level

(through powerful contacts in your own horoscope), it may

be connected with a deep spirituality and creativity. There

can be talent for dealing with the media and wide-ranging

themes connected with the masses. Material issues will be

less important for you than the realisation of a collective

dream. There can be clairvoyant powers, and abilities

connected with dreams, symbols and visualising. In industry

there can be a talent for dealing with oil, the film industry or

the transforming power of collective visions.

PERSONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Mass vision

If you have this influence powerfully evoked by other factors

in your horoscope, you will be deeply affected by spiritual

issues, and constantly seeking to refine your

consciousness. At these times you are likely to experience

great personal disorientation and confusion, as old dreams

and visions are replaced by new, deep psychological

insights. Inner growth will have major priority in intimate

relationships. During periods of your life you will undergo

deep transformations in which your fantasy and imagination

will play a powerful role. It is essential to learn to use your

imagination in a positive way by learning about the power of

the unconscious.

Jupiter transiting Square Neptune

23-07-2025 -> 28-03-2026

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Balloons and

bubbles

You will experience a tremendous stimulation of your

imagination at this time, and this can be used to advantage

if you can harness your fantasy to some creative work,

especially in connection with music, imagery and the arts. If

being realistic is an integral part of your career, take care.

Your idealism and dreams peak at this time, and this can

seriously affect your judgement. Your imagination can be

gripped by great hopes, and you have a tendency to attach

your hopes to a bubble which expands and expands until it

bursts. Inspiration is OK, but make sure that you do not get

carried away into a world of dreams. Listen to the voice of

reason, and work in stages with verifiable goals.

PERSONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Balloons and bubbles

If you are a dreamer, this is the time when your dreams take

wing and carry you into surreal landscapes. If you do not

want your hopes to be dashed, you must be aware of your

limits and let yourself be guided by common sense. Great

hopes will often turn out to be illusory, so don't let your

imagination get out of control. However this is an excellent

time for developing your imagination and your visualisation

power. If you choose you can enrich your life with great

spiritual insight, and gain a subtle knowledge about the

nature of reality and the illusion of identity.

Jupiter transiting Opposition Neptune

19-02-2023 -> 17-03-2023

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Balloons and

bubbles

You will experience a tremendous stimulation of your

imagination at this time, and this can be used to advantage

if you can harness your fantasy to some creative work,

especially in connection with music, imagery and the arts. If

being realistic is an integral part of your career, take care.

Your idealism and dreams peak at this time, and this can

seriously affect your judgement. Your imagination can be

gripped by great hopes, and you have a tendency to attach

your hopes to a bubble which expands and expands until it

bursts. Inspiration is OK, but make sure that you do not get

carried away into a world of dreams. Listen to the voice of

reason, and work in stages with verifiable goals.

PERSONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Balloons and bubbles

If you are a dreamer, this is the time when your dreams take

wing and carry you into surreal landscapes. If you do not

want your hopes to be dashed, you must be aware of your

limits and let yourself be guided by common sense. Great

hopes will often turn out to be illusory, so don't let your

imagination get out of control. However this is an excellent

time for developing your imagination and your visualisation

power. If you choose you can enrich your life with great

spiritual insight, and gain a subtle knowledge about the

nature of reality and the illusion of identity.

Transformation

Pluto In Leo

Pluto In 10th House

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Transform your

ambitions

You can invest enormous energy into achieving your goals -
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even to the point

of obsession. Behind this compulsion lies a deep

subconscious need to prove

yourself. On the positive side, this will bring results, simply

because of the

efforts you make. However, there will come a time in your

life, where you will

discover that your personal destiny is something quite

different from what you

have hitherto strived for. The career transformation which

follows - perhaps around the age of 40 - will lead to totally

new interests, where your talent for going into depth and

giving yourself 100% will bring success. You are suited to a

job where you wield a certain amount of power. When it is a

question of taking unpleasant decisions, even if this can

affect the jobs of others, you are capable of being quite

ruthless - even with yourself. You have a special talent for

identifying factors that undermine success, and rooting them

out. As such you are a skilled reformer. There may also be a

talent for working with computer technology or

psychology-related subjects.

PERSONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Transform your

ambitions.

You have been powerfully affected by a parent on a hidden

psychological level. Perhaps there were unspoken but

unpleasant expectations connected with you getting ahead

in life. You have developed a hidden need to sabotage the

expectations of others because of this parental theme. Later

in life you may even find yourself working under a person

who is rather unreasonable - even tyrannical - in his or her

treatment of you, repeating the pattern from childhood. If

you find this kind of situation arising, the root cause is of

course your own attitude to authority. The need to sabotage

is projected on people who you identify as having too much

power. For true success and satisfaction in life you need to

unearth these unconscious motivation factors - otherwise

you will sabotage your own success.

Jupiter transiting Square Pluto

23-07-2023 -> 06-04-2024

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Power play

During this period you will be initiated into the use of power

and secrecy in the professional sphere. This may be

because you discover hidden factors, corruption or power

misuse behind some professional facade, or it may be

because you learn to harness your own personal power or

psychological insight in your career. Whatever the

circumstances you may feel a certain anxiety because of

circumstances seemingly beyond your control. Make sure

you are on good terms with legal and financial authorities, or

at least cover your tracks if you aren't!. Big money can be

involved during this period, involving large gains or losses,

so make sure you have the best financial advice.

PERSONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Power play

There is a leap in your awareness of the power of the

unconscious to shape your life at this time. You may choose

to develop your emotional insights by learning more about

psychology in one way or another. If you have any hidden

anxieties or phobias you can expect them to be more acute

or to come to the surface now. Even though this may be

disturbing, there is a unique opportunity to understand the

secret mechanisms of your mind and to eliminate the

negative effect of repressions. You can become the intrepid

explorer of some very dark territory indeed.

Uranus transiting Square Pluto

01-01-2023 -> 02-05-2023

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Unpredictable

power

This influence will pass most people by, unless they have

strong Scorpio character traits. Generally this is experienced

as forces completely outside one's control revealing hidden

flaws or secret affairs in organisations. Powerful and secret

forces in society can impinge on one's career in completely

unpredictable ways now. This is a time of extremism and

violent uncertainty, and allowances ought to be made as far

as plans are concerned. Threats received at this time can

awaken deep anxieties. If you work with computers beware

of viruses and other unpredictable events. This is a good

time for harnessing technological forces to consolidate

power.

PERSONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Unpredictable power

For those who are sensitive enough to feel this influence,

they can expect a powerful awakening of unconscious

forces. This can be a very disturbing event, as you may feel

that you have little conscious control over the deep

repressions that can well up to the surface and dominate

your consciousness. This is a good time for group therapy
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and greater psychological awareness. There may be an

interest in archetypal forces such as shamanism and occult

forces, but great care has to be taken with such forces.

Violent imagery can surface in dreams and in waking life,

and perhaps this process should be seen as an inner spring

cleaning in the manner of an electrical storm which clears

the atmosphere.

Destiny

N.Node In Aries, S.Node In Libra

PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Trial by fire

The issue of leadership and individuality is extremely

important to you because you have an instinctive need to be

very considerate to others. You will often compromise in

situations when you would be much happier cutting through

and taking the lead. Your affairs function better when you

ask yourself what you truly want, rather than what other

people want. By letting your leadership qualities come to the

fore, you will find that you can still use your knack for tuning

into others and making compromises when necessary, yet

you will also fulfil your destiny - which is to be an example to

others through living out your own individuality. It is

important not to let your need for harmony around you stifle

your ability to take action.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Trial by fire

Deep and unconscious drives, which have their roots far

back into the past, create situations in which you - when

young - almost stand on your head to take other people's

views and needs into consideration. You are motivated by

the need to be liked and appreciated, but a time will come

when you will experience a major reorientation in this

respect. By going for what you really want - by allowing

yourself to take the initiative and go for what is right for you -

you will find your true self. It is important for you to risk

doing what you really want, even if you feel it alienates

others. Things simply do not work for you when you

unctuously try to win approval, whereas when you strike out

on your own you win the respect and appreciation of others.

N.Node In 7th House, S.Node In 1st House

PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Discovering others

Major turning points arise concerning your relationship to

others in the middle part of your life. Early in your life most

of your instincts are concerned with maintaining personal

freedom and independence. Professionally you will be split

in your attitude as to whether you should cooperate with

others, or make it on your own. In your mid-thirties you will

probably accept the necessity to build up a variety of

contacts and important professional relationships, and this

will bring success. It is essential to shift the emphasis from

individual fulfilment to greater consciousness of fulfilling the

needs of others.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Discovering others

Self-sufficiency is not a problem for you, but you have a lot

to learn in intimate relationships concerning the value of

compromise and seeing things from another's point of view.

You find as you get older that you derive less and less

satisfaction from fulfilling purely personal interests, and this

leads to a radical shift of personal values. The greatest

personal development arises in your intimate relationships,

as you strive to replace egocentric interests with the spirit of

partnership. There can be a major turning point here around

the age of 37. The greater the depth in your personal

relationships, the deeper the level of satisfaction you feel.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction N.Node

28-03-2023 -> 21-04-2023

Major changes will occur in the area of your life described

here and you will integrate new personal behaviour and

attitudes in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Understanding karma

You can expect an expanded circle of contacts at this time,

with a special emphasis on people who are seeking

influence on a large scale in society. Opinion-makers,

advisers and foreigners can bring a new perspective in

connection with future planning. You may feel that your

destiny is interwoven with some larger plan. Greater

awareness of the direction you wish your life to take can

mean making a few adjustments. Do not let inflated ideas

about your destiny or personal importance lead you astray.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Understanding karma

This is a time when meetings have particular significance in

terms of karma and your growth as an individual soul. You

may have a powerful experience connected with some

group activity now and gain greater insight into your soul

and your fate as a human being. There is also a strong

tendency to be drawn into a web of spiritual illusions -

though you will surely also have rewarding experiences.

You are drawn to partners who have a deep significance for

you now, for good or ill.

Jupiter transiting Square N.Node

02-09-2025 -> 31-05-2026
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Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Understanding karma

You can expect an expanded circle of contacts at this time,

with a special emphasis on people who are seeking

influence on a large scale in society. Opinion-makers,

advisers and foreigners can bring a new perspective in

connection with future planning. You may feel that your

destiny is interwoven with some larger plan. Greater

awareness of the direction you wish your life to take can

mean making a few adjustments. Do not let inflated ideas

about your destiny or personal importance lead you astray.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Understanding karma

This is a time when meetings have particular significance in

terms of karma and your growth as an individual soul. You

may have a powerful experience connected with some

group activity now and gain greater insight into your soul

and your fate as a human being. There is also a strong

tendency to be drawn into a web of spiritual illusions -

though you will surely also have rewarding experiences.

You are drawn to partners who have a deep significance for

you now, for good or ill.
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The Sun: Identity
The sun is the core of 
identity. It represents the 
influence of the father, and 
the struggle for 
individuation in adulthood. 
The sign the sun is in 
shows how we express our 
unique identity.

The Moon: Emotions
The Moon represents the 
unconscious mind, which 
rules 97% of everything we 
do. It is connected to the 
mother, and the need to 
create and nurture home 
and family.

Mercury: Contact
This planet represents the 
mind, and everything to do 
with communication, 
education and travel. The 
sign Mercury is in shows 
our talents and how we 
express them, our interests 
and our skills.

Venus: Values
This planet represents the 
value system and personal 
taste. It is also connected 
with women and sisters. 
Venus shows what we 
desire to acquire and own 
to manifest our taste.

Mars: Drive
This planet is connected to 
sexuality and to how we 
assert ourselves. Mars is 
the fight or flight 
mechanism. It is connected 
with brothers and most 
experiences with men. 

North Node: Karma
This planet shows collective 
forces of destruction that 
bring social transformation. 
In the horoscope it shows 
the area where we are most 
anxious and where total 
change takes place.   

Jupiter: Wisdom
Jupiter represents the inner 
feeling of hope and 
optimism that enables us to 
believe in our future. Jupiter 
shows what we believe, 
how we express these 
beliefs, and how these 
beliefs create our future.

Saturn: Challenge
Saturn shows where the 
greatest obstacles need to 
be overcome. Saturn shows 
the structures of society we 
have to accept and work 
with., and the trials we have 
to meet. 

Uranus: Revolution
This planet shows the 
collective forces for change 
in society and the individual. 
The influence of Uranus is 
revolutionary on the one 
hand, and provocative on 
the other. This planet shows 
where we are unique.

Neptune: Spirit 
This planet shows the 
collective spiritual and 
media influences that most 
affect society. It evokes 
sensitivity and disillusion, 
but also brings spiritual 
transformation.

Pluto: Transformation
This planet shows collective 
forces of destruction that 
bring social transformation. 
In the horoscope it shows 
the area where we are most 
anxious and where total 
change takes place.  

South Node: Fate
This planet shows collective 
forces of destruction that 
bring social transformation. 
In the horoscope it shows 
the area where we are most 
anxious and where total 
change takes place.  

SUN, MOON and PLANETS
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THE TWELVE SIGNS

Aries
Cardinal, Fire (March 21st - April 20th)
Key word: Assertion | Ruler: Mars
Aries types like to be first; they are 
impulsive and easily provoked. They 
thrive on competition. Aries is associated 
with the head.

Taurus
Fixed, Earth (April 21st - May 21st)
Key word: Consolidation | Ruler: Venus
This sign is very stable, immoveable 
almost, and yet very fruitful and bountiful. 
Taurus types are also said to be stubborn 
and materialistic. Taurus is associated 
with the throat and neck.

Gemini
Mutable, Air (May 22 - June 21st)
Key word: Connection | Ruler: Mercury
This sign reaches out to others creating a 
network of communication. Gemini types 
are sociable, gregarious, and full of ideas. 
Gemini is associated with the hands and 
lungs.

Cancer
Cardinal, Water (June 22nd - July 21st)
Key word: Protection | Ruler: The Moon
This sign is motivated by family and 
home-building. Cancer types are 
emotional and they build a protective 
shell. Cancer is associated with the 
breasts and stomach.

Leo
Fixed, Fire (July 23rd to August 22nd)
Key word: Individuation | Ruler: The Sun
The crucial area for Leo is identity - 
building up self-esteem and confidence. 
Leo types are normally proud, dignified 
and very creative. Leo is associated with 
the heart and back.

Virgo
Mutable, Earth (August 23rd - Sep. 22nd)
Key word: Discrimination | Ruler: Mercury
This is the most perfectionist of signs, and 
Virgo types are very conscientious and 
helpful. They worry a lot about work and 
health. Virgo is associated with the 
intestines and digestion.

Libra
Cardinal, Air (September 23rd - Oct. 23rd)
Key word: Balance | Ruler: Venus
Libra is gregarious and friendly, and tends 
to compromise for the sake of peace. 
Libra is associated with the kidneys and 
balance.

Scorpio
Fixed, Water (October 24th - Nov. 22nd)
Key word: Intensity | Ruler: Mars (Pluto)
Scorpio types lead an intense emotional 
life. They are secretive, magnetic and 
powerful, and have a mysterious ability to 
empower others. Scorpio is associated 
with the genitals.

Sagittarius
Mutable, Fire (November 23 - Dec. 21st)
Key word: Insight | Ruler: Jupiter
Sagittarian types are philosophical and 
very frank. They are great travelers, and 
strive to gain wisdom throughout their life. 
Sagittarius is associated with the thighs 
and the liver.

Capricorn
Cardinal, Earth (Dec.  22nd - Jan 20th)
Key word: Achievement | Ruler: Saturn
This is the most ambitious of signs. 
Capricorn types have long-term goals and 
work hard, methodically, and dynamically 
to achieve them. Capricorn is associated 
with the knees.

Aquarius
Fixed, Air (January 21st - February 19th)
Key word: Equality | Ruler: Saturn 
This is the most social of signs - 
Aquarians have an egalitarian and 
humanitarian outlook. They have a 
magical, electric aura. Aquarius rules the 
ankles and blood circulation.

Pisces
Mutable, Water (Feb. 20th - March 20th)
Key word: Dissolution | Ruler: Jupiter 
Pisces types are sensitive and attuned to 
the cosmos. They are compassionate, but 
there is also a sense of being a victim. 
Pisces is associated with the feet and 
lymph glands. 
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THE TWELVE HOUSES

1

2
3 4

5

1
6

7

8
910

11

12

The Ascendant - Lifepath
This is by far the most important position 
in the horoscope. It represents you, your 
life and how you occupy the stage - your 
style. Planets placed here dominate the 
life.

The Second House - Resources
This house is connected with self-worth. 
How you feel about your body, your 
assets and talents - and therefore your 
financial status - is reflected by planets in 
this house.

The Third House - Connections
This shows mental abilities and 
experiences connected with education, 
siblings, neighbors and everyone in the 
local environment. The house of travel 
and networking.

The IC of Fourth House - Roots
This shows the family heritage, the 
atmosphere at home, and the ability to 
connect to roots and put down new roots. 
Parents and family are shown here, as 
well as property and ancestry.

The Fifth House - Expression
Planets placed in this house are strongly 
identified with and projected onto the 
stage. This house is connected with 
feeling confidence through creativity, 
children, love and play.

The Sixth House - Service
Planets placed here show the need to 
relate with others via practical issues such 
as work and domestic tasks. This house is 
connected with health and the daily 
environment. 

Descendant (7th) - Relationships
Whilst the Ascendant is connected with 
yourself, the Descendant is to do with 
others. This house shows where we reach 
out and meet people, and form lasting 
relationships.

The Eighth House - Intimacy
This house is connected with life's 
inevitabilities likes sex, death and taxes. 
This is where we feel most anxious and 
vulnerable, and where we confront 
emotional and sexual taboos. 

The Ninth House - Understanding
Planets placed here express themselves 
through insight and understanding gained 
through travel and further education. This 
is where beliefs are formed and 
judgments given.

Midheaven (10th) - Achievement
This house represents crowning 
achievement - your goals and mission. It 
also shows you career and superior 
authorities like parents, bosses etc. 
Planets here achieve success.

The Eleventh House - Groups
This house is connected with your social 
life. It has to do with friendships at school 
and in later life, as well as groups and 
associations, or the social sphere you are 
a part of. 

The Twelfth House - Isolation
This shows isolated places in society like 
prisons and hospitals, or simply living 
away from it all. Planets placed here show 
where inner development takes place 
when feeling alone.
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The Conjunction
 (0 degrees… orb allowed: 12 degrees)
Key word: Fusion
This aspect is in effect when two planets are 
close to each other, normally in the same sign. 
It represents the fusion of planetary principles.
 

The Opposition 
(180 degrees… orb: 10 degrees) 
Key word: Separation
This aspect - when two planets are in opposite 
signs - shows a split or division between the 
needs shown by two planets. There is also an 
attraction between opposites. 

The Square 
(90 degrees… orb 6 degrees) 
Key word: Tension
This aspect occurs when planets are at right 
angles to each other in the chart. It shows two 
needs at war with each other. This brings 
considerable dynamism, but a lot of trouble.

The Trine 
(120 degrees … orb 8 degrees) 
Key word: Harmony
This aspect occurs when planets are a third of 
the circle away and normally in the same 
element. This shows the harmonic confluence 
of needs, bringing happiness and harmony.

The Sextile 
(60 degrees… orb 4 degrees)
Key word: Creativity
If the circle is divided by a six-pointed star, the 
sextile would take place on two of the points 
next to each other. There is both dynamism and 
pleasure connected with this aspect. 

THE ASTROLOGICAL ASPECTS
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